Necessary and sufficient conditions are studied for the existence of surfaces in space forms with prescribed shape operator S. We consider three cases: that of the nonexistence of a solution, the case of a unique solution and that of more than one solution. Examples are given for local and global S-deformations and S-rigidity.
Introduction
Recently U. Simon has raised the question whether two ovaloids in Euclidian space]R3, having the same shape operator (Weingarten operator) S in corresponding points, are congruent. In [3] this rigidity result is proved under the additional assumption that the mapping between the two surfaces is area preserving. This additional assumption is not needed when the surfaces are of genus zero and one of the surfaces is a surface of revolution [9] . In the special case of surfaces of revolution, the corresponding local problem has been completely discussed in [9] . In this paper, I deal with the question whether an arbitrary diagonalizable endomorphism field S on a 2-manifold M can appear -at least locally -as shape operator of a surface, that means, whether there is an immersion of M into a Riemannian 3-space (M,g) which induces
S.
For hypersurfaces in arbitrary Riemannian spaces M, there are no restrictions on S, as is pointed out in section 2.
In the case of surfaces in 3-dimensional space fOE!ls M(c) (constant sectional curvatur~, which is studied here, an immersion of Minto M(c) is determined -up to motions in M -by S and the induced metric 9 on M, such that the equations of Gauss and Codazzi yield conditions to find g, if S is prescribed on M. Since S has to be self-adjoint with respect to g, the PDE-problem is overdetermined. • Case 1: There is no surface with shape operator S.
• Case 2: There is exactly one surface (up to motions).
• Case 3: There is a pair of non congruent surfaces with the same S.
In case 3, the surfaces are called S-deformable; in case 2 the surface is called S-rigid.
Below, I will give conditions for S which are necessary and sufficient for the three cases. Some examples are discussed where the conditions can be evaluated. There are nontrivial cases of area-preserving S-deformability and such with global but not local S-rigidity.
A first version of my considerations has been presented during a workshop at the TU Berlin in December 2000. In the meantime I have learned that already in 1933, S. P. Finikoff and B. Gambier [5] have published a comprehensive investigation of S-deformable surfaces, which recently has been taken up and extended by E. V. Ferapontov [4] . In 1945, E. Cart an [2] has shown that the determination of all S-deformable surfaces depends on six functions of one variable. He also studied the case where the curvature lines are preserved, but the role of kll k2 is interchanged, i. e. the second surface has the shape operator (kl + k2) id -S.
In the previous papers, the authors work with the third fundamental form III(X, Y) = g(S(X), S(Y»; our conditions for the first fundamental form I include surfaces where zeros of klk2 are admitted; for surfaces with klk2 i= 0, the conditions in terms of I and those in terms of I I I are equivalent.
I thank Udo Simon and Mike Scherfner from the TU Berlin for their helpful remarks.
Hypersurfaces in Riemannian spaces
Let M be an (n+1)-dimensional space with metric 9 and Levi-Civita connection V, and M an oriented n-dimensional submanifold with induced metric 9 and connection 'il. 
